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Abstract - Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental complaint that influences an individual’s
communication, announcement, and knowledge talents.
Analysis of Autism can be completed at any age-group level.
Autism patients look at diverse kinds of disputes learning
disabilities, and complexity with meditation. Mental health
problems, motor difficulties, and sensory problems are some
of the problems faced by Autism patients. Earlier diagnosis
and proper medication at the early stage are essential to
control ASD. The ASD prediction framework is built to
support a behavioral aspect-based analysis model without
any device in this research. The ASD prediction process is
focused on the childhood and adolescent analysis model
utilized in the system. The behavioral parameters are
collected with the support of the Autism Query collections.
The decision tree (DT) and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
techniques, K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), and Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) are applied for the ASD prediction
process. The Correlated Feature selection based Random
Forest (CFS-RT) algorithm is applied for the ASD prediction
process, giving an accuracy of 93.03%, and ANN produces
97.68% and outperformance other methods.
Keywords - Autism Spectrum Disorder, Decision Tree,
Machine Learning, Data Mining, Support Vector Machine.

1. Introduction
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a progressive
disability that can benefit important basis community,
contact, and behavioral issues. There are frequent tells how a
community with ASD looks that sets them together from new
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persons. Still, individuals with ASD could converse,
interrelate, function, perform and hear in the approach part
from mainly individual people. The knowledge, thoughts,
and difficulty-resolving facility of persons with ASD can
provide a choice from talented to more confronted. An
analysis of ASD contains a lot of provisions that applied to
be analyzed alone as autistic disorder syndrome. These
situations in named ASD.
ASD is a state connected to mind growth that forces how
a person recognizes and meet peoples, obtaining difficulty in
public contact and dealings. The disorder also contains
genetic factors, environmental aspects, biological factors,
and inadequate and recurring behavior patterns. In the United
States, more children's affected by Autism. Each person with
Autism has different issues, like anxiety, seizures, and
depression, as shown in Figure 1. Autism can be obtained at
two or three and diagnosed as early as before 18 months.
Early detection gives a good impact on the life of persons.
Persons with ASD may perform work, interconnect,
interrelate, and acquire behaviors that are changed from
person to person. The skills of a person with ASD can differ
significantly. The person with ASD are issues with the social
announcement and limited behaviors. The children have
varying habits of culture and give less attention. Diagnosing
ASD is also a problem because there is no proper medical
test or blood test to identify the disorder. Doctors see the
child's behavior and can start a diagnosis to increase the
quality of life.
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Fig. 1 Outline the Factors for obtaining ASD

ASD disturbs how an individual reacts, study, and states themselves. For parents of a child with ASD, significantly which
level the child has can help prepare them for issues their child might face in daily life. Figure 2 shows the level of ASD. The
first level needs help for every work, and the second level indicates the need for sustainable help. Three-level indicate the need
for more sustainable help and very problem to changing focus and actions.
ASD stage 1

ASD stage 2

ASD stage 3

Fig. 2 Type of ASD

1.1 Supervised Machine Learning
Machine Learning (ML) is a division of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that studies and determines useful models in data to
formulate diagnoses in the medical field. It is put up on mathematical opinions of likelihood and data and information. This
supervised learning is an ML approach that studies by plotting the input features and output mutable for prediction. It is shown
in Figure 3 and learning through training and test data set.

INPUT
Feature Set (w)

OUTPUT
Label (z)

Generate
Classifier
Model

Fig. 3 Classifier Model

As shown in Figure 1, a representative controlled learning difficulty includes attribute space W called features in the data
set, a label space Z, and a prediction space Z’. Classifier map each feature w to one of the already defined class labels z.
A training sample set is illustrated as Y = ((w1,z1),…,(wm,zm)) Є (W ×Z)m that consists of prearranged class labels, where
each wi Є Z. The output is a model Hs: W
Z’ that learns from the sample set These approaches find the class of new
instances, Z'= Z = {±1} and input samples are a map with two labels as Z = {±1} = {-1, +1} in binary classification.
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1.2 Classification Algorithms
The ID3 algorithm is an approximation supervised
learning algorithm through the sample for various labels. The
decision tree root and internal nodes hold the feature test
uniqueness, whereas the leaf node includes the class label.
The decision tree holds numeric and categorical variables
from the sample and produces a visual representation. Many
open-source tools contain a build-in decision tree algorithm.
For example, WEKA produces good data visualization by
visualize the tree option.

2. Related Work
Thangamani et al.[1-3] investigated different models for
disease prediction using ML approaches. Early detection and
follow-up healings have the most important blow on the
autistic group. Dilantha et al. [4] constructed an EEG
approach control improved classifier approach for ASD. The
present diagnostic follow-up is behavior needy and delays
the prediction at a premature age. This research used the
feature extraction technique to extract the relevant attributes.
The authors [35] applied ML and data mining algorithms to
predict ASD in toddlers and children. The researchers [6]
developed the system with the help of ML techniques for
autism grading and assessment for the diagnosis of autistic
children. It produces 98% of accuracy. Inon Wiratsin et al.
[7] proposed a feature selection algorithm to detect the
relevant attributes and suggest treatment for various age
groups. Bekerom et al.[33] investigated the ML algorithm for
early detection of ASD to develop good mental health of the
child. Daniel Bone [9] planned to use the ML approach to get
a better result in Autism and diagnosis with multi-level
instrument fusion for human behavior analysis and clinical
progress. Lucia Billeci [10-11] deliberated an incorporated
eye way techniques with EEG for learning of replying and
beginning joint consideration in ASD. The correlation
between eye and brain features is measured in [12-13]. The
authors [14-17] illustrated the study of EEG signals for ASD
detection using ML approaches. William J. Bosl [18]
suggested a data drive method for EEG diagnostics for a
timely finding of ASD. Zhong Zhao et al.[19 ] addressed
restricted features are used according to patient behavior
patterns, which is used in ML algorithms to detect the ASD
prediction and produce an accuracy of 88.7%. J. Baio et al.
[20] developed a surveillance network for ASD prediction,
approximating the popularity of ASD and further unique
children and evaluating the system by skilled clinicians.

ID3 identifies features that discriminate one label from
another. The features should be continuous or chosen from a
group of identified values, and the feature should be wellknown in progress. At the same time, this algorithm is more
responsive to features when a huge number of data.
Limitations in the ID3 are overcome through the C4.5
algorithm with the help of information gain measures.
Naïve Bayes is a supervised learning classifier for data
mining and the field of machine learning that solve the
classification issues by generating the Bayes rule. This
classifier holds any volume of data and also holds missing
values effectively. The target is to forecast the class l as the
label, fi as features, and select a significance of l that exploit
P(l|F1, F2,…, Fn) given a sample with attributes (m1, m2,…,
mn) is shown in equation (1)
P(c|F) –

𝑃(𝑚 |𝑙 )𝑃(𝑙)
𝑃(𝑚)

(1)

K-Nearest Neighbors is an instance-based ML method
for classifier, regression approach, and it’s lazy learning
because there is no explicit training. This algorithm stores
the training observations and evaluates against the new
opinions with the help of a similarity assessment as
Euclidean distance according to real and binary values as
shown in equations (2) and (3)and positions the stored data at
some point in the test instant to formulate calculations. This
algorithm also holds the missing values effectively.

Thabtah et al. [34] designed an ASD screening method
with ML variation, which perform classification task and
generate a predictive model to detect the ASD effectively.
The authors [22] focused on ML algorithms with behavioral
features to identify the ASD at the earliest. N. Jassimet al.
[23] quantitatively compressed discovery from fMRI
learning of non-community sensory observation in autistic
evaluated to direct representative contributors by the
behavior of a series of conservatively- threshold Activation
Likelihood Estimation meta-analyses. Suman Raj et al. [24]
Suggested ML Algorithm predicts and diagnoses ASD
problems for adults, adolescents, and children. J. Charpentier
et al. [25] diagnosed ASD by the mutual presence of societal
destructions and warning, recurring performance models.
Antoine Frigaux et al. [36] proposed a new technique to
detect autism spectrum disorder. Jennie Hayes et al. [27]
reviewed all the approaches used and suggested clinical
guidelines estimate ASD in adults and children in the UK.
Mengyi Liao et al.[28] investigate the ASD by facial and
EEG data of children with the help of the ML approach and

Euclidean Distance:
2
f(wi,zj) = √∑𝐷
𝑖𝑚=1(𝑤𝑖𝑚 − 𝑤𝑗𝑚 )

Hamming Distance:
2
f(wi,zj) = ∑𝐷
𝑖𝑚=1 𝐼𝐼(𝑤𝑖𝑚 ≠ 𝑤𝑗𝑚 )

(2)

(3)

The sample data j fields to frame a j-dimensional vector,
w=(w1,w2,…,wj), and the training data is characterized by
F={(w1,z1),…(wj,zj)} where xi is the content of the input and
yi is the named as the label. The wi is a vector that contains F
attributes, whereas xim represents the m-th attributes of w.
That means the result is zi Є{1,..., C}
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obtain 87.50%. This model used the naïve Bayes algorithm
and did not train more than one model. Chelsea et al. [29]
reviewed the state of MLCand ASD with the help of some
questions and answered for quires. The authors use the ML
model with MRI and fMRI attributes to know the neuronal
behavior changes in ASD to predict the disease earlier [3031].

discover ASD with behavioral features from different age
levels.
Specific Objectives
• To design a system for Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) discovery with behavioral analysis.
• To perform age group based analysis on the ASD
discovery process
• To design the Correlation-based Feature Selection
with Random Forest (CFS-RT) technique for the
ASD prediction process
• To eliminate device and technician dependency in
the ASD detection process
• To minimize cost and time in the ASD prediction
operations

From existing research, Autism screening tests are a
huge cost and not a time-saving one. The behavioral
differences are not measured in the device-dependent ASD
prediction process. Technical people are required to handle
the data collection operations. Age group-based analysis is
not supported in the ASD prediction process.

3. Problem Definition
4. Proposed System Methodology

The AI and ML techniques are used in autism detection.
The neuroimaging and kinematic data are used to discover
the Autism Spectrum ASD levels. The ASD classification is
carried out with electroencephalogram (EEG) signal
dispensation and knowledge approaches. The EEG is a
consistent biomarker for diagnosing ASD abnormalities. The
electrodes attached to the scalp are used to detention the EEG
signals. The mobile applications collect answers from the
people for the Autism Questions. The MLg-based methods
are applied to predict ASD at any age-group level. The
Random Forest-CART (Classification and Regression Trees)
algorithm predicts ASD traits. The Random Forest-ID3
(Iterative Dichotomiser 3) algorithm is applied to perform the
ASD prediction process. The Correlation Feature Selection
based Random Forest (CFS-RF) technique is built to

4.1 ASD Detection through Behavioral Features using
Decision Trees
Adult autism detection is designed to analyze the
behavioral attributes of patients above 18 years. The
behavioral features are gathered with the help of a
questionnaire. The Adult Questioner (AQ10) data set is get
from the University of California, Irwin ML repository. Each
person is diagnosed with 10 questions. The ASD is identified
using the responses given by the individual. The decision
tree classification is applied to discover the disease levels.
Figure 4 shows the proposed system architecture, and a
detailed view is shown in Fig. 5.

Adult ASD Data

Childhood ASD Data
Data Collection and
Preprocess

Autism Discovery

Decision Tree
Classification model

Support Vector
Machine (SVM)

Prediction Results
Fig. 4 System Architecture Diagram
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The children dataset and the adolescent dataset is stored in the data repository. It contains missing and incorrect values.
This can be preprocessed and get relevant data to build the ML classification models after preprocessing, splitting the operation
as testing and training to generate the classifier to detect the Autism of children and adolescents. The proposed system uses DT,
SVM, and Random Forest models to generate a good model to predict Autism in the early stage. In classification, 10-fold
cross-validation is applied to estimate the model.

ASD
Dataset

Preprocessing
(Filling Missing Values)

Splitting operation
Training Data

Testing Data

Build Models (Autism detection)

SVM

Decision Tree

Test classification model

Autism discovery

Fig. 5 Proposed Autism discovery model
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Algorithm steps to create the decision tree in REnvironment
For creating decision tree, first load from database usin R
tool as follows
# Load the ASD Data from datasets
# Attribute Relationship File Format (ARFF) data
ASDData <- read.csv("ASDData.arff", header = FALSE,
comment.char = "@")
print("All ASD data")
print(paste("Number of Rows : ",nrow(ASDData)))
print(paste("Number of Columns : ",ncol(ASDData)))
print("
Attribute Details")
print("1. Answer for Question - 1")
print("2. Answer for Question - 2")
..................................................
....................................................
print("19. Used the screening app befosinre")
print("20. Screening Method Type")
("21. Screening Score")
View the data by the command as summary(ASDData)
Missing value analyzed using the following coding
ASDData[, 13][ASDData[, 13] == '?'] <- NA
ASDData[, 20][ASDData[, 20] == '?'] <- NA
missmap(ASDData)
Next step is data cleaning process to remove inconsistent
data
# Data cleaning process
Assign alternate values to missing values
<- sum(is.na(ASDData[1]))
(paste("Missing values in Variable 1 : ",mcount))
mcount <- sum(is.na(ASDData[2]))
................
----------------Then data optimization process by the following command
ASDData <- ASDData[c(1:12,14,32,21)]
# Data Factorization - Categorical data coversion for class
attribute
# Data spliting for training and testing process
DataMat <- createDataPartition(y = ASDData$V21, p = 0.5,
list = FALSE)
TrainData <- ASDData[DataMat, ]
TestData <- ASDData[-DataMat, ]

print("Class probability rate analysis for ASD training data
set")
prop.table(table(TrainData$V21)) * 100
print("Class probability rate analysis for ASD testing data
set")
prop.table(table(TestData$V21)) * 100
TrainData[["V21"]] <- factor(TrainData[["V21"]])
#Matrix construction with penalty
penalty.matrix <- matrix(c(0,1,10,0), byrow=TRUE,
nrow=2)
# Building the decision tree
#Classification Tree construction
tree <- rpart(TrainData$V21~., data=TrainData, parms =
list(loss = penalty.matrix), method = "class")
# visualization Tree process
rpart.plot(tree, nn=TRUE)
# ASD prdiction using the tree model
TestPredict <- predict(object=tree,TestData,type="class")
TestPredict
# Performance of the aid
# Build Confussion Matrix
confusionMatrix(table(TestPredict, TestData$V21))
print(paste("Time : ",Sys.time()))
Options (warn=0)
Figure 6 shows the workflow of the decision tree to
discover Autism in children and adults data. The input
dataset is given to the classifier for modeling. Split the
dataset using information gain. The highest information gain
gives the best solution. Its result is positive, and it predicts
that the patient may have ASD based on reading the given
questionnaires. Otherwise patient doesn’t suffer from any
autistic spectrum disorder. Figure 7 shows the flow of the
SVM classifier for autism discovery. In this model, "C “ is
the number of misclassified samples. It contains a small
value and no weightage for misclassification. Compute the
loss function using equation 4. Figure 8 shows the autism
detection by the Random Forest classifier of the machine
learning model. It combines all the results and aggregate
results based on majority voting.
L=1/2||W||^2+C

# Dimensions of the split
print("Class probability rate analysis for ASD data set")
prop.table(table(ASDData$V21)) * 100
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Start

Present the user with the option of answering 10 questions based on the extracted
features to be used for Autism Detection
Read the input

Pass the input to the Decision Tree classifier

Split the dataset using the Information Gain modeling
technique

Yes
Predict that patient may
have Autism

Is the result classified as
positive for Autism?

Display another set of Questionnaire consisting of 18 questions to the user

Read the input

Pass the input to the classifier discussed

Split the dataset using Information Gain

No
Predict that patient may be
suffering from ASD

Is the result positive for
ASD detection?

The patient mostly does not suffer from any Autistic Spectrum Disorder

End
Fig. 6 Workflow of Decision Tree classification model
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4.2 Support Vector Machine

TestData <- ASDData[-DataMat, ]
# Display the dimension of the TrainData
dim(TrainData)
# Display the dimension of the TestData
dim(TestData)
# Data Factorization - Categorical data coversion for class
attribute
# Training process for SVM classification
# trctrl <- trainControl(method = "repeatedcv", number = 10,
repeats=3)
trctrl <- trainControl(method = "cv", number = 10)
SVM_Linear <- train(V21 ~., data = TrainData, method =
"svmLinear", trControl = trctrl, preProcess = c("center",
"scale"), tuneLength = 10)
TrainData[["V21"]] <- factor(TrainData[["V21"]])
# Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) prediction process with
trained model
TestPredict <- predict(SVM_Linear, newdata = TestData)
TestPredict
Accuracy analysis process

Algorithm step to building SVM in R environment
# Load the CARET library
library('caret')
# Dispaly the structure of the dataset in the DataFrame
str(ASDData)
# Dispaly the observations
View(ASDData)
# Display the dimension of the data set
print("ASD data dimension : ")
dim(ASDData)
# Displays the Summary of the ASD data values
summary(ASDData)
Data preprocessing: Replacing missing values with suitable
values
# Data splitting process
DataMat <- createDataPartition(y = ASDData$V21, p =
0.02, list = FALSE)
TrainData <- ASDData[DataMat, ]

Autism Datasets

Describe the value of C (Number of misclassified samples)

Compute the loss function using L=1/2||w||^2+C

Classify based on the decision of the soft margin SVM

Autism detection (yes/No)
Fig. 7 Generating the Model using SVM classifier

4.3Autism Spectrum Disorder Prediction using Random Forest
The Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) prediction framework is built to support a behavioral aspect-based analysis model
without any device. The behavioral parameters are collected with the support of the Autism Query collections. The ASD
prediction process is focused on the age boundary-based analysis process. The childhood and Adolescents analysis model is
utilized in the system. Random Forests is an ensemble classification that creates multiple decision trees during the training
period and produces individual trees by means of mode or means finding. Random Forest of this machine learning algorithm
avoids the overfitting problem in the Decision Tree.
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Step to build Random Forest
The Random Forests relate to the bagging techniques. Suppose training set W = w1 and with reply Z = z1 and selects a sample
with replacement of the training sample.
1. Sample, with replacement, n training examples from W, Z,
2. Train a classification
Data splitting process
Categorial data conversion for class attributes
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) prediction process with trained model
TestPredict <- predict(RFModel, newdata = TestData)
TestPredict
# Accuracy analysis process
# Build Confussion Matrix
confusionMatrix(table(TestPredict, TestData$V21))
print(paste("Time : ",Sys.time()))
options(warn=0)

Training set (Autism datasets)
Features: 21, Instance 1,100

Training
data 1

Training
data n

1

Training
data 2

Training
data 3

1

0
1
Voting
[Averaging]

Predict
Fig. 8 Autism detection using Random Forest Machine learning Model

The ML algorithms are practiced to perform the ASD prediction process. The Correlated Feature selection (CFS) based
Random Forest algorithm is applied for the disease prediction process. The prediction scheme is associated with the Naïve
Bayes and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers.
4.4 Other Machine Learning Models
K- Nearest Neighbor (KNN) model used for regression and classification issues. The 'K' denotes the number of kernel
theme that is to be nominated to minimize the error. KNN is constructed on the knowledge of similarity, which can relate to
Euclidean distance, nearness, or closeness. The artificial Neural Network (ANN) model is a neural network that has a joining
with numerous neurons. Each neuron cell has a group of input values and associated weights shown in Figures 9 and 10.
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Fig. 9 ANN with associate weight

Fig. 10 Architecture of ANN
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5. Experiment Result and Discussion
5.1 Environmental setup
The autism prediction models are implemented and verified using the R language. The prediction process is evaluated with
four factors. They are False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR), prediction accuracy, and prediction time
measures. The FPR rate and FNR rate parameters are used to estimate the fault level of the ASD detection process. The FPR
and the FNR are the findings of error criteria. The error stage should be reduced to increase the detection accuracy levels. The
prediction accuracy is applied to estimate the ASD discovery result accuracy levels. The processing time is calculated for the
prediction process.
5.2 Data set description
The ASD detection process is implemented to detect the autism stages in childhood, adolescence, and adulthood. The
AG10 dataset is taken from the University of California machine learning repository. The children's data set has 292 instances.
The adolescent data set has 104 instances. The adult data set is collected for 704 patients. The entire data set has 1100 instances
with 21 categorical, continuous, and binary attributes. The ML-based ASD forecast process uses the Decision Tree
Classification (DTC), SVM, and CFS-RF techniques. Table 1 and Table 2 show the ASD data set representation.
Table 1. Data set representation

S.No
1
2
3

Name of the dataset
Adult-ASD screening dataset
Children-ASD screening dataset
Adolescent-ASD screening dataset

Instances in dataset
704
292
104

Table 2. Features in ASD screening data

Features
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10-19
20

Features explanation
Age of the patient
Sex
Nationality
By birth patient suffered from jaundice
Patient family numbers anyone affected by progress disorders
Who is fulfilling the experiment
Country
Screening application used by the user before or not?
Test type
Based on the screening method, answer the questions
Screening Score

5.3 Measures used for evaluation
The verified criteria are used to assess the worth of a classifier. For verifying a classifier by contingency matrix, precision
and recall, Accuracy, ROC, and time analysis. The contingency matrix contains True Positive (tp), False Positive (fp), False
Positive (fp), and False Negative (fn)
•
•
•
•

tp – Quantity of optimistic instances in the trial or experimental dataset that are categorized as positive
fp – Quantity of undesirable instances in the trial or experimental dataset that are categorized as positive
tn – Quantity of undesirable instances in the trial or experimental dataset that are categorized as negative
fn – Quantity of optimistic instances in the trial or experimental dataset that are categorized as negative

Accuracy of the classifier: Accuracy is repeatedly used result metric for prediction. Obtaining more accuracy in the model in
the ML approach is the highest aspect of education (5).
Classification Error =

𝑓𝑝+𝑓𝑛
𝑡𝑝+𝑡𝑛+𝑓𝑝+𝑓𝑛
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5.4 Performance Analysis
5.4.1 False Positive Rate (FPR) Analysis
The relation knows the FPR of falsely assigned positive ASD results. The FPR evaluated between the DTC, SVM, and
CFS-RF techniques are shown in Table 3 and Figure 11. The SVM-based technique decreases the FPR rate by 20% more than
the DTC technique. The CFS-RF) decreases the FPR rate by 35% more than the Support Vector Machine (SVM) technique.
Table 3. FPR Analysis between Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), SVM, and CFS-RF Techniques

Records

DTC (%)

SVM (%)

CFS-RF (%)

220
440

9.48
8.88

7.92
7.64

4.74
4.44

660

8.36

7.14

4.18

880
1100

7.64
6.92

6.56
6.28

3.82
3.46

False Positive Rate ( %)

False Positive Rate Analysis between Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), SVM and CFS-RF
Techniques
9.48

10

7.92

8.88

7.64

4.74

8

8.36 7.14
4.44

4.18

7.64 6.56
3.82

6

6.28
6.92
3.46
DTC

4

SVM

2

CFS-RF
0
220

440

660

880

1100

Records
Fig. 11 FPR Analysis between Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), SVM, and CFS-RF Techniques

5.4.2 False Negative Rate (FNR) Analysis
The FNR is calculated as the proportion of falsely consigned negative ASD performance. The FNR analysis among the
Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), SVM, and CFS-RF techniques are shown in Table 4 and Figure 12. The SVM-based technique
decreases the FNR by 25% more than the DTC technique. The CFS-RF reduces the FNR by 30% more than the SVM
technique.
Table 4. False Negative Rate Analysis between Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), SVM, CFS-RF Techniques

Records

DTC (%)

SVM (%)

CFS-RF (%)

220

10.04

7.56

5.02

440

9.32

7.34

4.66

660

8.61

7.04

4.32

880

7.96

6.72

3.98

1100

7.08

6.38

3.52
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False Negative Rate Analysis between Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), SVM and
CFS-RF Techniques

False Negative Rate (%)

12
10.04
10

7.56

9.32
5.02

8

7.34

8.61 7.04
4.66

6

4.32

7.96 6.72
3.98

6.38
7.08
3.52

DTC
SVM

4

CFS-RF

2
0
220

440

660

880
1100

Records
Fig. 12 False Negative Rate Analysis between Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), SVM, and CFS-RF Techniques

5.4.3 Prediction Accuracy Analysis
The prediction accuracy rate is evaluated by fetching the accuracy level of the ASD prediction process. The prediction
accuracy analysis between the Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), SVM, and CFS-RF techniques is shown in Figure 13 and Table
5. The SVM-based technique increases the prediction accuracy level by 5% more than the DTC technique. The CFS-RF
increases the prediction accuracy level by 10% more than the SVM technique. Figure 14 indicates the comparison of KNN and
ANN. The ANN produces good accuracy of 97.68%.
Table 5. Prediction Accuracy Analysis between Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), SVM, and CFS-RF Techniques

Records

DTC (%)

SVM (%)

CFS-RF (%)

220

80.48

84.52

90.24

440

82.19

85.01

90.89

660

83.03

85.82

91.49

880

84.41

86.72

92.21

1100

86.02

87.34

93.03
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Prediction Accuracy (%)

Prediction Accuracy Analysis between Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), SVM and
CFS-RF Techniques
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Fig. 13 Prediction Accuracy Analysis between Decision Tree Classifier (DTC), SVM, and CFS-RF Techniques
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Fig. 14 Prediction Accuracy Analysis between KNN and ANN
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Prediction Time Analysis
The prediction time analysis is applied to estimate the duration of the ASD prediction process. The prediction time
analysis between the DTC, SVM, and CFS-RF techniques is shown in Table 6 and Figure 15. The SVM-based technique
reduces the prediction time by 25% more than the DTC technique. The CFS-RF reduces the prediction time by 30% more than
the SVM technique.

Prediction Time Analysis between DTC, SVM and CFS-RF Techniques
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Fig. 15 Prediction Time Analysis between DTC, SVM, and CFS-RF Techniques

6. Conclusion and Future work
The Correlation Feature Selection based Random Forest model increases the accuracy level in the prediction process. The
behavioral and age group parameters are integrated into the prediction process. The data dimensionality is managed with
feature selection methods. The system solves the device dependency, technician requirements, and delay problems. The ASD
mechanism can be enhanced to analyze the adult autism levels. The ASD prediction system can be enhanced with the following
features.
• The system can be improved with automated medicine and a treatment suggestion model.
• The system can be improved to analyze the treatment and its impacts on regular patients' activities.
• The ASD prediction process can be upgraded by integrating behavioral features and EEG-based features analysis.
• The ASD prediction process can be implemented as a mobile-based application to conduct an automated selfassessment test.
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